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Wine name: Becker Landgraf Pinot Noir
Appellation: Gau-Odernheim
Vintage: 2011
Bottle size: 750ml
Alcohol: 13.5% by VOL.
Case size: 12 bottle pack
Characteristics:
Dark red hues, nose of strawberry, tomato
skin and chocolate. A lot of bold tannins
due to oak aging, a true sign of quality.
Food pairing:
Enjoy best with white meat dishes or hearty spinach salads. The collaborative tannins of the wine will even pair
well with a richer style dish. Its strawberry earth component lends well to seasoned chicken, turkey or marinated
meats. It will complement and maybe even simmer the spicy chile forwardness of Thai or Mexican fare.
Description:
Pinot – no-more. It can surely be called Spatburgunder! -- literally, the German word for Pinot Noir. Pinot Noir is
the cream of the crop or the crust of crème brulee if you will, to the Germans. The gentle, fickle qualities of this
grapevine captivates German winemakers just like a prized Riesling. As an exclusive import from Miller Squared,
this rarely seen, rarely imported wine in the US due to low production quantity, can stand up to the bulkiest
Burgundian or savviest Santa Barbara Pinot on a restaurant wine list.
How was it found? Like all great treasures. Miller Squared traveled with a group of importers from around the
world to Germany wineries. Stop after stop, out of pure accident, a schedule snag had to divert the group to
Becker Landgraf. And, out of nowhere, Julia and Johannes Landgraf captivated our attention! This Pinot Noir
comes to show us what a quintessential wine is all about. Luscious flavors of fresh strawberry jam, tart cherry and
smashed tomatoes. Complexity and depth like a secret
passion. Top it off with a round balance of tannin and earth
that pairs up to food seamlessly.
Cellared and aged in oak barrels after a free run juice press
and submitting to NO filtration – this wine is natural Pinot Noir in
its purest form. With such tender intervention in the winery, the
vineyards, the sun, the earth did its job in beautifying the tiny
black grapes into lusicious gems, or as some would say,
diamonds on a vine.
Becker Landgraf is husband and wife team, Julia and
Johannes Landgraf. They opened in 2006 and are
affectionately known as J2. They are a part of “message in a
bottle” set of winemakers who are conscience of their roots,
fearless in their creativity and confident to deliver delicious
wine in its most natural and elegant form.
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